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Abstract In this paper we present the results of a user
study on exploratory search activities in a social science
digital library. We conducted a user study with 32 par-
ticipants with a social sciences background – 16 post-
doctoral researchers and 16 students – who were asked
to solve a task on searching related work to a given
topic. The exploratory search task was performed in a
10-minutes time slot. The use of certain search activ-
ities is measured and compared to gaze data recorded
with an eye tracking device. We use a novel tree graph
representation to visualise the users’ search patterns
and introduce a way to combine multiple search ses-
sion trees. The tree graph representation is capable to
create one single tree for multiple users and to identify
common search patterns. In addition, the information
behaviour of students and postdoctoral researchers is
being compared. The results show that search activi-
ties on the stratagem level are frequently utilised by
both user groups. The most heavily used search activi-
ties were keyword search, followed by browsing through
references and citations, and author searching. The eye
tracking results showed an intense examination of doc-
uments metadata, especially on the level of citations
and references. When comparing the group of students
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and postdoctoral researchers we found significant dif-
ferences regarding gaze data on the area of the jour-
nal name of the seed document. In general, we found
a tendency of the postdoctoral researchers to exam-
ine the metadata records more intensively with regards
to dwell time and the number of fixations. By creat-
ing combined session trees and deriving subtrees from
those, we were able to identify common patterns like
economic (explorative) and exhaustive (navigational)
behaviour. Our results show that participants utilised
multiple search strategies starting from the seed docu-
ment, which means, that they examined different paths
to find related publications.
Keywords Search process · Stratagems · Interactive
Information Retrieval · Information Behaviour · Digital
Libraries · Eye tracking · Session tree · Social Sciences
1 Introduction
Digital Libraries (DLs) offer direct access to a vast num-
ber of bibliographic records and full texts. The amount
of content a user needs to assess becomes difficult to
manage which is often referred to as information over-
load and typically leads to highly fragmented retrieval
sessions in which users perform various types of search
activities [33]. Search activities of users in scholarly in-
formation systems are exploratory or focused on known
items [28].
During the past, different models have been proposed
that aim to model the information seeking behaviour,
e.g. the berrypicking model by Bates [5]. Based on em-
pirical studies of the information seeking behaviour of
experienced library users Bates identified four levels of
search activities that, amongst others, differ in their
complexity: moves, tactics, stratagems and strategies.
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A move is the lowest unit of search activities like en-
tering a query term or selecting a certain document.
Tactics are described as a combination of several moves
like the selection of a broader search term or breaking
down complex search queries into subproblems. Bates
defines a stratagem as follows: ”a stratagem is a com-
plex of a number of moves and/or tactics, and generally
involves both a particular identified information search
domain anticipated to be productive by the searcher,
and a mode of tackling the particular file organization
of that domain” [6].
Hence, a stratagem could be for instance a ”journal
run” where a user identifies a journal to be productive
for his or her research and browses the latest publi-
cations in that journal. Another example for a strata-
gem is to follow references in a certain seed document
that might lead to potentially relevant material. Finally,
strategies are combinations of moves, tactics and strata-
gems, thus, forming the highest search activity as they
cover the whole information seeking process.
Although modern DLs widely support various sea-
rch activities, the attention by the scientific community
on their empirical evaluation is comparatively little. In
[12] we present a first approach on gathering a deeper
understanding on the usage of stratagems by conduct-
ing an online survey with 128 respondents from twelve
different fields of research. The results of the survey
provided us with insights regarding two aspects of stra-
tagems:
– Usefulness: The results of the survey underline the
usefulness of stratagems, in particular, citations, ref-
erences and journal / conference runs. When looking
for related content to a given document, the respon-
dents preferred to utilise references, citations and
keywords.
– Experience: We created different clusters of respon-
dents to look for significant differences which were
found for the groups of Senior Researchers (postdoc-
toral researchers, faculty and professors) and Stu-
dents. The former considered ”citation chaining” as
a more valuable stratagem to look for related docu-
ments for a given topic whereas the latter preferred
to use keywords.
Although our online survey [12] provided us with
valuable insights on the general usage of stratagems, we
are missing a qualitative perspective where we gather
a deeper understanding on the intended use of certain
search activities. For this reason, we conducted a user
study with 32 participants from the social sciences do-
main who were invited to our user lab and asked to
solve a given search task. The participants were pro-
vided with a topic on educational inequality and a seed
document that was relevant to the given search task.
The exploratory task was then to look for content that
is similar to the given seed document in a very limited
time slot. Furthermore, we observed the participants
during the task and recoded their gaze data with an
eye tracking device. With this approach, we aim to gain
insights on the perceived relevance of certain search ac-
tivities. In order to verify the results of the online survey
we recruited participants from two levels of experience.
The first 16 participants were students while the re-
maining 16 participants were postdoctoral researchers
from the social sciences.
To date, numerous studies have been presented that
investigate exploratory search and search activities from
different perspectives. Main differences between the stud-
ies can usually be found in the study context, e.g.
transaction-log studies or lab studies, the environment
(web search, information portal search) and the method-
ology to investigate users’ search behaviour. The method-
ologies range from descriptive counts and user feedback
(e.g. [16],[39]), qualitative feedback and interviews (e.g.
[1]), gaze data (e.g. [25]) to mixed-methods (e.g. [38]).
Present studies on exploratory search focus on dif-
ferent aspects like query reformulation [16], measuring
the perceived relevance of result lists, facets and queries
using eye tracking software [25], maximal repeating pat-
tern (MRP) of state transitions between experts and
students [38] or the usage of exploratory features across
different phases of the information seeking process in
comparison to keyword searches [39]. In our study we
differ from the present literature on two levels: a) the
scope of our study where we adopt a use case which
describes a specific user behaviour in a real life DL and
b) the methods used to investigate exploratory search.
The scope of our study is on exploratory search using
metadata to a given relevant document. This describes
a realistic search scenario as a majority of users visit
DLs starting with a seed document which was retrieved
via search engines and continue their search based on
different document features of the seed document. Fur-
thermore, our contribution in this paper is a compre-
hensive analysis of exploratory search in a real life digi-
tal library using mixed-methods that involve gaze data,
qualitative feedback and pattern analysis to investigate
the users behaviour during our study. Additionaly we
collected transaction logs during the study that could
be used for further research. Using a mixed-method ap-
proach to investigate exploratory search activities pro-
vides us with information not only on the general usage
of certain search activities but also with information
on the perceived relevance of certain search activities
as well as a structural representation of a shared sea-
rch pattern. We recruit a heterogeneous pool of users
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from the social sciences with different academic degrees
to participate in our study. Our focus is especially on
the level of search activities where we study the usage
of stratagems in comparison with other search activities
like querying and using document recommendations. To
the best of our knowledge, such an exhaustive study on
exploratory search focusing on stratagems in digital li-
braries and using a mixed-method approach has not
been presented yet.
This study addresses the following three research
questions:
– RQ 1: What are the most frequently applied stra-
tagems in exploratory search in a state-of-the-art
DL? How is the usage of stratagems in comparison
to other search activities like the usage of recom-
mendations and formulating queries?
– RQ 2: Is there a common search pattern shared by
the majority of the participants?
– RQ 3: Are there any differences in the usage of
stratagems between students and postdoctoral re-
searchers?
We address the first research question by examin-
ing the user journeys collected during study, the screen
casts and gaze data provided by the eye tracking device.
RQ 2 is addressed by using a tree graph representation
of the participants search activities. To investigate po-
tential differences in the search behaviour of our two dif-
ferent types of participants (students and postdoctoral
researchers) (RQ3) we perform a
non-parametric Mann-Whitney test.
The paper is structured as follows. In the next sec-
tion an overview on related work is provided. In Section
3 we describe the set-up of the user study. A descrip-
tion of the methods used in the user study is presented
in Section 4. Demographics of the participants are re-
ported in Section 5. The results of our user study are
presented in Section 6 and discussed in Section 7.
2 Related Work
In the following section we discuss related work with
respect to exploratory search, eye tracking studies and
pattern analysis.
2.1 Background
Exploratory search tasks usually comprise search ac-
tivities on the level of learning and investigating that
go beyond simple look up tasks such as known item
search [28]. Due to the complexity of exploratory sea-
rch tasks they involve various search activities on the
level of moves, tactics and stratagems. Xie [40] and Joo
and Xie [20] e.g. investigated the relationship between
users’ search tactic selections and search outputs while
conducting exploratory searches in DLs. To date nu-
merous studies have been conducted that aim to un-
derstand users search behaviour and search activities
during exploratory search. Ellis [15] studied the search
behaviour of social scientists and identified six generic
features: Starting (e.g. to identify a paper to start with),
Chaining (e.g. to follow references in a certain paper),
Browsing (e.g. to browse all papers by a certain au-
thor), Differentiating (e.g. to judge a source based on
their nature), Monitoring (e.g. to subscribe to an al-
tering service) and Extracting (e.g. to identify material
in a well known journal). In Meho and Tibbo [30], El-
lis’ information-seeking behaviour model is revised by
conducting structured and semi-structured e-mail inter-
views. Their study confirms and extends Ellis’ model by
four new features: Accessing, Networking, Verifying and
Information Managing.
In our paper we are primarily interested in search
activities that connect different relevant material. Thus,
our main focus is on early stages of exploratory search
like: Starting, Chaining and Browsing. For the present
work we ignore features like monitoring or extracting as
this involves a longer observation of participants and a
different set-up of our study.
Studies on exploratory search
In Athukorala et al. [1] a mixed-method study is pre-
sented involving interviews, diary logs, user observa-
tions and a web survey. They recruited six participants
with different academic degrees: PhD, post-doctoral and
senior researchers. To validate their results, the au-
thors conducted an online survey with a larger popula-
tion of 76 computer scientists. The study consisted of
three parts: a) an interview amongst others about sea-
rch methods and search strategies, b) an observation
phase in which the participants were observed during
information seeking for a real purpose work task and
c) a longitudinal diary study in which the participants
were asked to keep record on their search behaviour
during information search. Athukorala et al. showed
that keeping up to date is the most frequent purpose
of searching for computer scientists. The participants
considered the exploration of an unfamiliar topic as the
most challenging search task. Furthermore, they showed
that backward-chaining is the most frequently used lit-
erature review technique.
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In Wildemuth [38] the search tactics of medical stu-
dents during a search task in a factual database are
examined. The students searched a medical database
at three occasions over a period of nine months. The
individual moves were analysed by examining maximal
repeating pattern. The results show that the most com-
mon search tactic was the specification of a concept fol-
lowed by extending one or more concepts and narrowing
the retrieved result set. Furthermore, they showed that
domain knowledge affects the search behaviour. With
more knowledge of the domain the participants changed
their search tactics.
To distinguish between exploratory and lookup sea-
rch tasks Athukorala et al. [2] conducted an user study
with 32 participants from the computer sciences do-
main. The main objective of the study was to collect
information on search behaviours to investigate how
well different task types can be distinguished. To char-
acterise a search session, different features were used
like for instance task completion time, scroll-depth and
query length. They showed that exploratory search took
longer to complete, had a higher scroll-depth and in-
volved shorter queries than in look up tasks. An analy-
sis of gaze data showed only minor differences between
look up and exploratory search tasks.
In [39] a longitudinal study on exploratory search
in a Newsfilm Online Archive called mSpace is pre-
sented. For a period of one month 22 participants took
part in the study (11 known and 11 unknown online
participants which were logged using the system). The
aim of the study was to investigate the real-life use of
exploratory and keyword styles of search. The study
showed that the usage of exploratory search and key-
word search was balanced throughout the study. They
furthermore showed that exploratory features were
utilised to produce more expressive keyword searches.
In Kules et al. [25] a study is conducted that ex-
amines how people use facets in an online public access
catalogue by analysing gaze data. The main goal of the
study was to learn what parts of the faceted interfaces
searchers attend to, for how long, and in what order. For
this reason the authors defined three areas of interest:
search result pages, facets and queries. They showed
that the most time is spent on inspecting the search re-
sult pages (50 sec. per task) followed by facets (25 sec.)
and queries (6 sec.). An experiment comparing the sea-
rch behaviour of experts and novices when searching a
traditional search engine and a social tagging system is
presented in [21]. They recruited 48 participants who
were asked to solve an exploratory search task by using
Google and the social bookmarking service delicious.
They showed that experts used queries more often than
novices while novices used more tag-based queries. The
authors assume that experts are more likely to conduct
queries from existing knowledge while novices rely on
existing information in the environment. A qualitative
study observing the usage of a DL was presented in [16].
The study starts with the observation that experienced
users of DLs are more effective than non-experts. The
purpose of the study was then to investigate the na-
ture of experienced DL users in more detail in order to
design interfaces that support unexperienced users.
In our user study (see Section 3) we follow the set-
ting outlined in previous exploratory search studies (see
sections above) which compared unexperienced with ex-
pert users in a controlled set-up [1, 25, 21, 16]. The ap-
proach taken in our study can be compared best to [1]
because both studies used a mixed-methods design. Our
approach has the strength that it includes a technique
to visualise user behaviour which is capable to report
abstract behaviour which is not restricted to different
predefined user groups.
Eye tracking studies and search behaviour
Kelly [22] gives an overview on potentials and limita-
tions of eye tracking evaluations in interactive infor-
mation retrieval (IIR): On the one hand, people need
to sit still during the session, hence, eye tracking fits
better for short search tasks. Also, these experiments
create a huge amount of data that needs to be sorted
out before running an analysis. On the other hand, eye
tracking opens up chances for a better understanding
of the user’s behaviour: Gaze data provides us with de-
tailed information about what metadata users look at
and how their attention is directed during the search
process.
Although there are various studies on search be-
haviour on the Web that feature eye tracking such as
[18, 17, 14, 27], this method is not yet common in digital
library research, but is becoming more and more pop-
ular. Bierig et al. [7] give an example for a framework
that incorporates eye tracking with log analyses in IIR-
evaluations. Likewise Tran and Fuhr [35, 36] developed
a new framework for dynamic areas of interest (aoi) as
an improvement for eye tracking experiments. Buscher
et al. [9] derived relevance feedback from eye movements
for improving the quality of search result lists. Their re-
sults showed that users’ reading behaviour changes with
the relevance of a text or document: Though the fixa-
tion duration does not differ when the relevance of a
document increases, the number of saccades decreases.
Loizides et al. [26] investigated the reading behaviour
during the search process in DLs and collected informa-
tion on how users read information about documents
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and how their attention can be guided, resulting in de-
sign implications for custom interfaces in DLs.
Search pattern analysis
An important aspect for understanding user behaviour
is the underlying information intention. In Mitsui et
al. [31], a study has been conducted in which the sea-
rch intention given by the participants could be iden-
tified automatically. The authors found evidence that
there is a connection between search pattern and task
type. Cole et al. [13] were able to distinguish between
low-level tasks, based on the activity pattern and in-
troduce a novel technique that allows to detect aspects
of tasks. Going beyond the connection between pat-
tern and task, Busher et al. [10] found, that the user’s
task influences the result page examination behaviour.
They analysed queries, clicks, mouse cursor movement,
scrolling, and text highlighting that was collected from
the usage of the Bing search engine during a time period
of 13 days. By using a set of features derived from the
logged data, they were able to cluster the data into six
clusters. By closer examining the task type, connections
between task type and behavioural aspects were iden-
tified. By clustering only data from non-navigational
tasks, they were able to distinguish three types of sea-
rch engine result pages (SERP) examiners: economic,
exhaustive-active and exhaustive-passive user. While
economic users do not spend much time on SERPs,
show more mouse movement, and abandon SERPs more
often, users from the exhaustive groups investigate their
SERPs more intensely. Similar groups have been found
in [3]. The authors have conducted a lab study with
28 participants. Based on the eye tracking data, spe-
cific examination patterns were identified and manu-
ally clustered into the two groups economic and exhaus-
tive evaluation styles. For both groups significant dif-
ferences in the search behaviour could be found. White
and Drucker [37] also focussed on patterns in the search
behaviour. They collected five months of live data from
3290 users and extracted the users’ search trails. Based
on these trails, they identified differences in the interac-
tion patterns, which led to two identifiable user groups,
navigators and explorers. Navigators showed more con-
sistent interaction patterns. They show few deviations
in their behaviour, tackle problems sequentially and re-
visit former pages more often. In contrast, explorers use
a variety of different patterns, they branch frequently,
submit more queries and visit new websites more often.
It remains to investigate in how far the groups found
in [3], [10] and [37] are comparable. It seems that there
are users who tend to solve their information need by an
economic exploration, looking at SERPs less intensely
and conducting new searches more often and, that there
are exhaustive users who inspect their SERPs more in-
tense. These exhaustive users repeat similar patterns
more often and navigate to previously visited informa-
tion. Our study compares to previous studies [3, 10, 37]
due to the focus on the fundamental behaviour of users
on the web; namely an effective or an exhaustive way of
accomplishing search tasks. The focus on the analysis
of stratagem usage in a DL in our study (see Section
3) and the structural representations that shows the
connections of these is our main contribution.
3 User Study
3.1 Setup
Our user study took place in our user lab in single ses-
sions with a duration of about 30 minutes each. We
made sure that the conditions were the same in every
session. The experiment was run on a laptop connected
to an external 22”-monitor as the stimulus monitor for
the participants. An additional keyboard and a mouse
were attached to the laptop as controlling devices. The
display of the laptop was used for observation. We used
an SMI iView Remote Eye tracking Device 250 that
was installed at the bottom of the stimulus monitor.
The screen activities as well as the eye movements were
recorded by the corresponding software SMI Experi-
ment Suite 360◦. We used a nine point calibration with
a both visual and quantitative validation to ensure the
quality of the gaze data and defined a sampling fre-
quency of 250Hz for recording the eye movements. All
participants used Mozilla Firefox for working on the
task.
3.2 Scenario
All participants had to accomplish the same task shown
in Figure 1. They started with the same seed document
titled Ethnical education inequality at start of school
(German original title: ”Ethnische Bildungsungleich-
heit zu Schulbeginn”) and had a limit of ten minutes
to solve the task. Having to use Sowiport [19] for their
literature search, the participants had access to about 9
million documents from 18 different databases of which
six are English-language ones. The seed document (see
Figure 2) was published by two authors, contained five
keywords and one classification term and was published
in a German journal for sociology and social psychol-
ogy. Each of these information were implemented as hy-
perlinks and could be utilised for further exploration.
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 You are writing an essay about education 
inequality. You have already done a first 
literature search and found a document that you 
consider very relevant. 
In order to find more literature for your essay, 
you are looking for similar documents now. 
You have 10 minutes left before you have to pack 
your bags and go home. You decide to use the 
time for finding similar documents. For this 
purpose, you start in Sowiport with the relevant 
document that you have already found. 
Collect the documents that you consider relevant 
by opening them in new browser tabs. 
Fig. 1: The scenario for the user study.
In separate tab views the participants could browse
through citations (four citations all accessible in Sowiport
via hyperlinks), reference information (70 references of
which 33 are accessible in Sowiport via hyperlinks) and
read the abstract of the given document. Additionally,
the participants had access to the full text of the seed
document. Besides this information the participants were
provided with ten document recommendations. Five of
them were provided by the SOLR more like this func-
tion while the remaining five were associated documents
that were published in the same journal. As Sowiport
comprises 18 different databases it is possible that du-
plicate documents are recommended. The seed docu-
ment was chosen as it comprises a reasonable number
of metadata that facilitate a further exploration and be-
cause the topic of the document would neither be too
specific nor too generic for participants from the social
sciences.
The aim of the study was to investigate the partic-
ipants’ search behaviour in an exploratory search task
with a special interest in search activities on the strata-
gem level. We assume that these are the most frequent
during early stages of exploratory search. Therefore, we
limit our observation on the first three features given by
Ellis [15]: Starting, Chaining and Browsing. Although
our time constraints are rather low (ten minutes) we as-
sume that most search activities on these features occur
during the early stages of exploratory search. Due to the
complexity of exploratory search, the time to complete
such a task is usually much longer than ten minutes.
Therefore, the results of our search scenario only re-
flect certain initial aspects of exploratory search.
3.3 Procedure
The user study was divided into three parts. Each ses-
sion followed a detailed protocol to make sure that the
conditions were the same for each participant. After
a short introduction to the background of the study
and the procedure, each participant signed a consent
form about the recording of the gaze data as well as
the screen activities.
In the first part of the study, the participants were
handed out a pre-questionnaire consisting of seven ques-
tions that covered demographic information as well as
their search experience in DLs. Regarding their search
experience we asked for the participant’s overall use of
DLs and the use of Web of Science and Sowiport in par-
ticular as well as Google Scholar. We used a five-point
scale (1=very rarely; 5=very often).
In the second and main part of the user study the
participants were provided with the scenario and the
task they had to solve. For this, the eye tracking tech-
nology as well as the task were shortly explained. The
participants were asked to take an upright and comfort-
able sitting position in order to move as little as possible
during the search task. Then, the monitor with the eye
tracker was aligned to their height and eye level so that
their eyes were positioned in the center of the area the
eye tracker captures. The eye tracker was calibrated and
only if the result was good or very good, the experiment
was started. The participants were first displayed the
scenario. After reading, they proceeded to the seed doc-
ument for the search task in Sowiport by pressing the
space bar. While the participants were solving the task,
we observed their activities and eye movements on the
observation screen and noted down which stratagems
they used and which information they looked at. We
focused on the six stratagems that were derived from
[4] and that we had already used in the online survey:
– Follow references in the current document.
– Inspect the list of documents that cite the current
document.
– Search keywords that describe the current docu-
ment.
– Look for papers the authors of the current document
has/have published.
– Browse the conference/journal the current document
was published in.
– Browse a thesaurus to find classification terms re-
lated to the current document.
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(a) Seed document
(b) Citation tab (c) Reference tab
Fig. 2: Seed document for the user study.
– Use document recommendations.
– Formulate queries.
Besides stratagems we measured the usage of recom-
mended documents and the formulation of queries. Af-
ter ten minutes, the participants were told to end their
search and review the documents they had collected in
browser tabs. They were instructed to close the docu-
ments they did not consider relevant anymore.
In the third and last part of the session, the subjects
had to fill out a questionnaire covering five questions
about the task in general that mostly had to be an-
swered on five-point scales: How would you consider the
overall difficulty of the given task (1=very easy; 5=very
difficult)? How difficult was it to find relevant docu-
ments (1=very easy; 5=very difficult)? How would you
rate the system’s ability in providing you with relevant
documents (1=not good; 5=very good)? How successful
was your search (1=unsuccessful; 5=successful)? Which
part of solving the task would you consider particularly
difficult and why? Furthermore, they had to answer
questions about their use of stratagems that were based
on the observations we made during the search task.
On the one hand we asked the participants to state the
reasons for their use of a stratagem, rate its usefulness
on a five-point scale and justify their usefulness rating.
To avoid confusing the participants or creating the im-
pression that the use of stratagems was expected from
them and thus, influencing their searching behaviour,
neither the introduction and the task nor the question-
naires mentioned stratagems. In the post-questionnaire
the stratagems were paraphrased via their characteris-
tics:
– You solved the task by following the references of
the document.
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– Why did you choose this method?
– How useful was this method (1=not at all useful,
5=very useful)?
– Please give reasons for your choice of usefulness.
On the other hand we asked why they had looked at
a particular information but decided not to use it as a
search method:
– You looked at the classification terms of a document
but did not follow them.
– Why didnt you use this method?
The participants were encouraged to answer the ques-
tions intuitively. After filling out the questionnaire, the
session was ended and the participants were thanked.
4 Methodology
Using a mixed-method to investigate exploratory sea-
rch activities provides us with information not only on
the general usage of certain search activities but also
with information on the perceived relevance of certain
search activities as well as a structural representation
of a shared search pattern.
We examine the results of our user study using screen
casts, eye tracking data and pattern analysis. Each me-
thod addresses one of the research questions described
in Section 1.
4.1 Eye tracking
For each participant, full screen records were taken dur-
ing the search task that showed their gaze data and also
captured the navigation bar of the web browser as well
as overlaying dynamic elements. We used these records
to reproduce the user journey of each participant. The
used search activities1 (stratagems, queries and recom-
mendations), the collected relevant documents and the
deleted documents per stratagem were counted.
To analyse the participants’ gaze data, we needed to
do some preprocessing. First, we defined a fixation time
threshold of 104ms, following [34], that marks the start
of lexical processing. Second, for each participant, we
determined the stable eye by comparing the scanpaths
of the left and the right eye of a participant in order to
utilise divergences. Third, we reduced the data to three
stimuli – the seed document, the reference list of the
seed document and the citation list of the seed docu-
ment – and the first visit on each of these stimuli. We
1 If a participant combined two search activities like for
example keywords and queries we only report on the first
search activity.
focused on these variants of the seed document, since
it is the only document that each participant visited
before starting their explorative and individual search
through the digital library. By opening the reference
list and the citation list of the seed document, the view
of the document changes for the user and thus, a new
variant of it is created and saved as a stimulus. Since
these three variants are the ones that cover the stra-
tagems that are subject of this study, we concentrated
on the three of them. In doing so, we focused on the
timespan between entering the document - respectively
the document variant - and the first interaction with
a clickable object. Thus, overlaying elements such as
the interactive search term recommender that would
have distorted the gaze data were eliminated. All three
stimuli also cover the first feature of Ellis’s model, the
Starting: During the Starting, the user gets to know the
paper that forms the starting point of the search ses-
sion, including also the examination of the document’s
references or citations. The other two of Ellis’s features
that this work focuses on (Chaining and Browsing) are
entered after the user has utilised at least one strata-
gem (e.g. clicked on a reference or producing a list of
search results). To analyse the eye tracking data we
exploited heat maps in order to obtain a visual repre-
sentation of the participants’ gaze data and areas of in-
terest (aoi). We quantify and compare potential search
activities. The results of the usage frequencies and the
eye tracking experiment are presented in Section 6.1.
To further analyse the participants search behaviour
we transformed the search activities of each participant
into a tree graph representation. In 4.2 we describe how
we create this representation in detail. Given the tree
graphs we address the second research question in 6.2.
In Section 6.3 we compare the results of the us-
age frequency and the pattern analysis between the two
groups of participants. To seek for significant differences
in the search behaviour we utilise a non-parametric
Mann-Whitney test (α ≤ 0.05).
4.2 Pattern analysis
In order to address our second research question we
need a method to analyse our participants’ sessions
on a structural basis. Therefore, we derive trees as a
structural representation from the sequences of our par-
ticipants’ search sessions. We discard the type of the
activities and the order in which they are executed.
In this way, we obtain an structural representation of
the search sessions. We do this, to investigate how far
participants explore from the seed document and how
detailed they investigate different directions. This ap-
proach could be compared to analysing the patterns in
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which one would explore an unknown city. Although
we loose much information about the search process by
discarding time and type of action, this approach al-
lows us to combine different sessions and thus to create
one session tree for multiple sessions. This allows us to
investigate structural characteristics of entire groups.
The user sessions within our study can be repre-
sented as a sequence of activities and visited objects
in the retrieval system. Each activity (e.g. clicking on a
document or triggering a query) is interpreted as a tran-
sition between two objects (e.g. a document, a citation
list, a SERP). It can be denoted as objecta → objectb.
In our representation, the type of activity is ignored.
As each session is temporally consistent, each session
can be encoded in this way.
To illustrate how we create such session trees, Fig-
ure 3 shows three fictitious examples of session trees
and the corresponding search patterns. In the first ses-
sion starting from the seed document, the document’s
citations were clicked and one of the cited documents
visited. This is represented by the left two nodes in
session tree 3a. Each action (e.g. click on citation list,
search) is represented as an edge and each object (e.g.
citation list, SERP) as a node. As each action results in
an object, we always insert edge and node together. Ac-
tivity and result objects are closely coupled. After that,
the user returns to the citation list and then to the seed
document. As this only involves already visited pages,
it does not result in additional nodes. At the end of the
session, the user conducts a search which accounts for
the right node in session tree a.
(a) session 1 (b) session 2 (c) session 3
Session 1: docseed → citation → doc1 → citation →
docseed → search
Session 2: docseed → journal → docseed → author →
doc1 → author → doc2
Session 3: docseed → search → doc1 → search → doc2 →
search → docseed → journal → docseed → citation →
doc3
Fig. 3: Session trees (a-c) for three example search ses-
sions (1-3)
For this representation we ignore the type of the ac-
tivities and objects. The information whether a node
represents a SERP, or a citation list, or an edge repre-
sents a search or a click on citations, is discarded. Also,
we treat the usage of recommendations equal to other
stratagems. If at least one recommendation is clicked,
we insert a node representing the list of recommenda-
tions and a child node for each clicked recommendation,
although no extra click is needed to display the list of
recommendations. Furthermore, we discard the order of
the search session. Instead, we sort the tree by subtree
size from left to right. Therefore, on one level, nodes
with more subnodes are sorted further to the left than
those with less subnodes. This can be observed in ses-
sion 2 of Figure 3. The usage of the author stratagem
appears after the journal usage, but the corresponding
nodes are on the left side, because there are more sub-
sequent actions involved.
Session trees allow a structural overview of the way
in which a participant has searched. One can see whether
the participant has inspected a few lists of documents
intensely (e.g. SERP or citation list) by clicking on
many documents or has preferred to browse less through
a higher amount of different lists, while only investigat-
ing a smaller share of documents.
To extend the analysis from individuals to groups
of participants and thus, to understand and find com-
mon patterns, we need a way to combine multiple ses-
sion trees into one conjoint tree. To do this, we have
implemented a tool to combine the session trees.2 In-
stead of combining all trees at once, we merge pairs
of trees iteratively. We start with an empty tree and
merge it with the first session tree. The resulting tree
is then merged with the next tree and so forth. Fig-
ure 4a shows the merged tree of the example session
tree 1 (cf. Figure 3a) and session tree 2 (cf. Figure 3b).
When two edges and their nodes are merged, the edge
weights are summed. Initially each edge has a weight
of 1. The higher the edge weight is, the more often it
has been merged. Thus, the higher an edge weight is,
the more session trees it represents. The edge-thickness
in the graph represents the edge weight. After merging
session tree 1 and 2, we merge the resulting tree with
the tree of session 3 (cf. Figure 3c), shown in Figure 4b.
When merging two trees, one has to decide which
edges and nodes have to be merged. Each node and
the node’s child nodes can be treated as an individ-
ual subtrees. The decision whether to merge two edges
is therefore transferred to the merging of their nodes’
subtrees and so on. For each pair of edges on one level,
we create all possible combinations of subtrees and se-
lect the best combination along two conditions. First,
2 https://github.com/wilkovanhoek/amur-session-tree/ijdl
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2
2 1
2
(a) session 1 and 2
merged
3
3 2
3
1
1
(b) session 1, 2,
and 3 merged
Fig. 4: Combined session trees of the example sessions
from Figure 3.
the number of nodes in the resulting subtree has to be
minimal. Second, the weight distribution of the subtree
has to be optimized.
For the second condition, we need to define what a
weight of a subtree is and what an optimum for the dis-
tribution of the subtree weight is. We define the subtree
weight W (p) as follows: Let p ∈ NT be a node in the
tree T , w(p) be the weight of the edge leading to the
node p, and Cp the set of child nodes of p. The weight
of the subtree with the root node p is then defined as:
W (p) =
{
lg(2 · w(p)) if Cp = ∅
lg(
∑
q∈Cp w(q) ·W (q)) else
(1)
First, we sum the product of the weight of each edge
leading to a child node of p and the subtree weight
of that child node and than, calculate the logarithm
of this sum. We use the logarithm only to keep the
subtree weight from increasing exponentially, as we only
need it to compare the subtrees, not to assess an actual
summed subtree weight.
After defining the subtree weight, we need to de-
fine what an optimal subtree weighting is. Because we
want the weight of the resulting subtrees to increase
from left to right and we do not want the weight to be
distributed equally, we favour building maximal heavy
subtrees. Therefore, the merge with the heaviest sub-
tree is considered to be optimal.
Following the described procedure, we receive ex-
actly one resulting tree, when combining two session
trees. However, when merging multiple trees iteratively,
the resulting tree depends on the order in which the
trees are merged. To find the optimal merging order,
we would need to calculate all possible permutations in
which the session trees could be merged. This would
result in 32! ≈ 2, 63 × 1035 merging orders for the
complete set of trees in our study. As this exceeded
our computational capacities for this paper, we decided
to use another approach. Before merging the trees, we
sort the session trees in ascending order with respect
to their root node’s subtree weight. Now, when merg-
ing them, the resulting tree of each merge slowly in-
creases in weight (in general trees with a smaller sub-
tree weight tend to be more compact trees). In this way,
common structures that exist in many trees are merged
very early, whereas outliers are merged later. Note that
the sorting does not guarantee an optimal merging or-
der. However, it ensures that there is only one resulting
tree for a set of trees and that all combined trees are
created with the same procedure. We believe, that sort-
ing the trees results in a suboptimal tree, that is close
enough to the optimal tree to allow to draw meaningful
conclusions for our analysis.
5 Demographics
The user study involved 32 participants that were di-
vided into two groups A and B. While group A included
16 students, group B consisted of 16 postdoctoral re-
searchers. All participants were social scientists from
different fields of study that had been recruited via e-
mail and personal recommendation.
The students were aged 22 to 35 years (m=26.38,
sd=3.76). 75% were female and 25% male. About 19%
of the students had no academic degree yet, 69% held
a bachelor’s degree, 15% held a master’s degree and
6% had a diploma. The postdoctoral researchers’ age
was slightly higher and ranged from 30 to 62 (m=40.19,
sd=9.23). In this group, 50% were female and 50% male.
The participants were asked about their search ex-
pertise, in particular their experience in searching dig-
ital libraries and rated it on five point scales (1=none
at all, 5=expert). Regarding their overall search expe-
rience in digital libraries, 25% of the students stated
to have little experience, 56% rated their experience as
moderate and 19% considered their experience high, re-
sulting in an average search experience of 2.94 (sd=0.66).
In contrast, 38% of the postdocs considered their expe-
rience little and 31% moderate, while 25% stated to
have a high or expert experience, with an average sea-
rch experience of 2.88 (sd=1.11).
In accordance with the online survey [12], we asked
the participants about their use of digital libraries and
Google Scholar on a five point scale (0=very rarely,
5=very often). In the students’ group, 5% stated that
they used DLs in general often or very often (m=2.88,
sd=0.99). 25% indicated to use Sowiport often or very
often (m=2.81, sd=1.07) and 62.5% used Google Scho-
lar often or very often (m=3.69, sd=0.92). 19% of post-
doctoral researchers replied to use DLs in general often
or very often and 6% stated to use Sowiport often or
very often, while 63% claimed to use Google Scholar
often or very often.
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6 Results
6.1 Search activity usage and eye tracking
In the following section we report descriptive statistics
on the usage frequencies of search activities and gaze
data provided by the eye tracking device.
6.1.1 Search activity usage frequency
The total usage frequency of the eight potential search
activities is displayed in Table 1. In total, the partici-
pants applied a stratagem search 137 times. The most
frequently used stratagems were: using keywords, fol-
lowing references and citations. A journal run has only
been utilised by two participants. The usage frequency
of recommendations and queries is displayed in the last
two rows of Table 1. It can be seen that queries and
recommendations (n=111) are less utilised than stra-
tagems. Surprisingly only 22 participants used queries
which means that ten participants solely used strata-
gems or recommendations to solve the task.
A possible explanation for the strong reliance on
stratagems can be found in the qualitative feedback of
the participants. Ten participants named little effort as
a criterion for using a stratagem and preferred quick
and easy steps to find more relevant results during the
task. 12 participants named search habits and time re-
strictions as reasons for using or not using a stratagem.
Some of them stated to have an order in which they
use stratagems during research and told us that they
would have used another stratagem, if there had been
enough time. They also mentioned that inspecting the
list of references and journal run would have cost them
too much time, so that they decided not to use these
stratagems during this particular search task. Addition-
ally, the users named several document-related factors
that constitute on the metadata of the respective docu-
ment. 15 participants stated that they did not perform
a journal run, because the regarding journal was too
general for the task. Corresponding to that, 12 partic-
ipants told us that the specific author was crucial for
their decision to search for an author. If the participants
surmise or know that an author focuses on the topic of
interest, they are more likely to perform an author run.
Regarding the classification terms and the keywords,
six respectively three participants said that they only
use them for further search if they are relevant for the
topic and neither too general nor too specific.
If a participant utilised a certain search activity dur-
ing the post-questionnaire he or she was asked to rate
the usefulness of that particular search activity on a five
Table 1: Total usage frequency of the six stratagems in
comparison to queries and recommendations.
Type Search Activity Usage
frequency
#
Participants
Stratagem Keywords 50 16
References 27 18
Citations 26 18
Author 25 13
Classifications 5 5
Journals 4 2
total stratagem 137
Other Queries 69 22
Recommendations 42 16
total other 111
point scale3. The results are displayed in Table 2. The
participants considered references, classifications and
authors as the most useful search activities for the given
task, while the usefulness of journals, recommendations
and queries was comparably low. The reasons for the
usefulness ratings correspond to the reasons for the us-
age or rejection of a search strategy. The participants
explained that references gave them a quick access to a
large set of documents that were topically related. Crit-
ical aspects on references were that they provide often
large lists and are time-consuming, and that some of
the documents were too specific. Similar responses were
stated for citations which also provided a quick access to
related documents. A frequently stated critic regarding
citations was that the number of citations was rather
low (4 citations in our seed document). Most partici-
pants that followed the authors rated them as useful,
because they had published similar and more recent
documents on the same topic. Frequent comments on
the usefulness of keywords were a precise search on top-
ically related documents and a good starting point to
the given subject. Topical mismatches and broadness
were mentioned as downsides by the participants. The
journal was stated to be too general for the topic at
hand. Positive aspects on the usage of queries were a
feeling of control and a quick way to select topically ad-
equate (neither too broad nor too narrow) documents
while downsides were that the number of results was
too high.
6.1.2 Stratagem usage frequency by session step
Throughout the study the participants changed their
search tactics several times. In Table 3 the percent-
aged usage frequencies for eight search activities are
displayed taking only the initial ten search activities
3 Not all participants responded to each search activity
which results in minor differences between the actual usage
of a search activity (see Table 1) and the usefulness rating.
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Table 2: Usefulness of search activities.
Type Search activity N M SD Mdn Mode
Stratagem References 16 4.19 0.7 4 4
Classifications 5 3.80 0.75 4 3
Authors 12 3.75 0.92 4 4
Citations 16 3.69 0.98 4 4
Keywords 16 3.56 0.86 4 4
Journal 2 3 0 3 3
Other Queries 21 3.38 0.72 3 3
Recommendations 16 3.19 1.01 3 4
Table 3: Percentaged usage frequency of search activi-
ties within a session limit of ten steps.
Type Search activity Step
1
Steps
2-4
Steps
5-7
Steps
8-10
Stratagem Keywords 21.8% 16.1% 18.7% 33.3%
Citations 21.8% 8.6% 10.9% 8.3%
References 18.7% 11.8% 3.1% 13.8%
Author 3.1% 10.7% 14.0% 0%
Classifications 3.1% 3.2% 1.5% 0%
Journal 0% 3.2% 0% 0%
Other Queries 15.6% 29.0% 37.5% 33.3%
Recommendations 15.6% 17.2% 14.0% 11.1%
into account. In this section we refer to a step as an in-
dividual search activity performed by a participant on
the stratagem, query or recommendation level.
The two most frequent initial search activities start-
ing from the seed document were using keywords or ci-
tations both applied by 21.8% of the participants. Jour-
nals (none of the participants), Classifications and Au-
thors (both 3.1% of the participants) were the least fre-
quently applied search activities. With increasing ses-
sion steps we can observe a change in the participants
search strategy. Queries which were only used by 15.6%
of the participants in the first session step were the most
frequently applied search activity in the remaining ses-
sion steps. The other search activities vary within the
session steps like for instance the author run and the
usage of keywords.
In the post-questionnaire eight participants stated
that the success of their previous search influenced their
stratagem use. If they had not found a satisfying num-
ber of relevant results yet, they would have been more
likely to use different stratagems than they had before.
Another user-related factor mentioned by five partic-
ipants was diversity of search results. These persons
avoided especially searching for authors in order to in-
crease the variety of their search results. Furthermore,
several participants stated that during document sea-
rch they followed an order of search strategies, based on
their search expertise. This may also be an explanation
for the utilisation of references and citations - the two
most useful rated stratagems - at the beginning of the
search session.
6.1.3 Eye tracking results
The usage frequency of certain stratagems depends on
the task which was to find similar documents to a given
seed document. As pointed out in [5] and recently in
[12], the content of a journal may be too broad to dis-
cover something similar and therefore influence the de-
cision on using a journal run as a search activity. In this
section we investigate the perceived usefulness of the six
stratagems by looking at gaze data provided by the eye
tracker. This provides us with insights on the usefulness
of certain stratagems without considering the underly-
ing content. Figure 5 shows a heat map visualization of
gaze data and its distribution in the seed document for
the first stimulus before any interaction with the system
was performed. Giving the heatmap we can see a high
frequency along the structural metadata, most intensely
in the area of authors and publishing information of the
seed document. Furthermore, we can recognize that the
distribution is mostly focused on the first entries of the
metadata, e.g. the five keywords of the seed document
and decreases for the keywords. Other areas with high
fixations were: classifications, citations, references, ac-
cess to fulltext and recommendations. Surprisingly, the
distribution along the abstract of the seed document
was rather low.
Fig. 5: Heat map visualization for 32 participants on
the seed document.
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6.1.4 Areas of interest
In the following section we quantify the fixation on
potential search activities by defining areas of inter-
est (aoi) which are displayed in Figure 6. Our main
focus is on stratagems; therefore, we concentrate the
aoi on keywords, classifications, publishing information
(journal or conference proceedings), authors, citations
and references. Alongside these stratagems we were in-
terested in the fixations along query formulation and
recommendations.
Given the aoi displayed in Figure 6 we measured the
following two features:
– Dwell time: The time spent on a certain aoi during
the first visit.
– Number of fixations: The total number of times a
certain aoi was examined by a participant.
In order to keep the analysis of the aoi reasonable we
only take the three stimuli of the seed document and
the time during the entry and the first interaction on
each stimulus into account. The results of the aoi are
displayed in Table 4.
Table 4: Number of fixations and dwell time on aoi in
the seed document.
Type Search Activity N Total
fixations
Total dwell
time (s)
Stratagem Keywords 16 72
(m=4.50)
22.18
(m=1.38)
Classifications 18 62
(m=3.44)
17.82
(m=0.99)
Journal 18 98
(m=5.44)
31.41
(m=1.74)
Author 29 165
(m=5.68)
45.93
(m=1.58)
Citations 10 122
(m=12.20)
33.45
(m=3.34)
Reference 13 2324
(m=178.76)
748.74
(m=57.59)
Other Recommendations 14 176
(m=12.57)
56.57
(m=4.0)
Search 9 46
(m=5.11)
10.52
(m=1.16)
Title 26 129
(m=4.96)
31.56
(m=1.21)
The most frequently fixated aoi were references
(2324, m=178.7), recommendations (176, m=12.5) and
author information (165, m=5.6), while other areas like
the search bar (46, m=5.1) or classifications terms (62,
m=3.4) were rather low. Regarding the dwell time, the
participants spent the most time on inspecting the ref-
erences (748.7 s, m=57.5) and the recommendations
(56.5 s, m=4.0). It should be noted that citations and
references are both displayed in a separate view within
Sowiport. Therefore, these two aoi were measured sep-
arately. The numbers provided by the eye tracking de-
vice show that the usage frequency of search activities
varies between the ones provided by the gaze data. The
total usage frequencies of search activities by the par-
ticipants in comparison to the gaze data is illustrated in
Table 5. Although queries and recommendations were
frequently utilised search activities their perceived rele-
vance is rather low. Comparing to this the search activ-
ities on the stratagem level are more frequently stud-
ied by the participants. A noticeable difference between
the actual usage and the gaze data is found for the jour-
nals and the classifications. Both were utilised only four
times by the participants.
The reasons behind this can also be found in the
qualitative answers from the post-questionnaire. Being
asked, why they read metadata, but did not utilise it,
several participants stated that metadata like authors,
keywords and classification terms are general informa-
tion that are important for getting to know a document,
regardless of their utilisation during the search session.
Regarding the journal, as stated before, the majority
of the participants explained that the journal of the
seed document was too general for being useful for the
search.
Table 5: Comparison of the actual usage of search ac-
tivities and gaze data in the seed document.
Type Search Activity Utilised
by
Fixations Dwell
Time (s)
Stratagem Keywords 7 72 22.18
Author 1 165 45.93
Classifications 1 62 17.82
Journal 0 98 31.41
References 6 2324 748.74
Citation 7 122 33.45
Other Search 5 46 10.52
Recommendations 5 176 56.57
6.2 Pattern analysis
Figure 7 shows the combined session tree for all par-
ticipants. Taking the thickness of the edges following
from the seed node into account, one can see that many
user conducted at least three different actions starting
from the root node. In addition, a larger group of users
followed one longer trail, consisting of multiple consec-
utive actions (cf. trail of nodes on the left). Overall,
the combined session tree is not very compact. There is
a certain density within the first two levels, but below
that, only a few longer trails exist in the tree. Instead,
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Fig. 6: Areas of interest for the given seed document.
there are many edges with a small weight that are in-
troduced by a few very intense sessions. We consider
this to be noise, because it inflates the combined ses-
sion tree. Therefore, we will introduce a way to reduce
this noise, without removing the session tree that is re-
sponsible for the noise.
Edges with a low weight as displayed in Figure 7
represent an activity that has happened in a minority
of sessions. Those edges account for a high amount of
nodes, although they do not give us more insight to
common patterns within our data. Figure 8 illustrates
how many edges of the tree have a weight above an
increasing weight threshold. After the strong decline in
the beginning we can observe a slower decline from a
threshold of 6 and onwards. Starting at a threshold of 11
we can observe an even slower decline and some smaller
plateaus, where the number of nodes stays the same
for multiple thresholds and only drops a little between
those plateaus.
Figure 9 shows three trees with different thresholds
extracted from the combined session tree in Figure 7.
Each tree is created by eliminating all edges and nodes
where the edge weight is below a given threshold. We
will call those trees subtrees. Figures 9a and 9b display
the subtree for the thresholds 6 and 11 mentioned be-
fore. In addition, we include the subtree for a threshold
of 17 which represents all nodes that appear at least in
half of all session trees.
In Figure 9c we can see the observation of Figure 7
very clearly. Most users start at least three independent
activities from the root document and follow at least
one longer trail. Comparing the three subtrees in Fig-
ure 9, we can observe that with an increasing threshold
mainly the number of nodes per level decreases, whereas
the overall structure does not change decisively.
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number of nodes = 153
diameter = 30
root distance = 22
Fig. 7: Combined session tree for all participants.
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Fig. 8: Number of nodes remaining in the combined
session tree, when removing edges with a weight less
than a given threshold.
number of nodes = 35
diameter = 11
root distance = 7
(a) threshold 6
number of nodes = 21
diameter = 9
root distance = 6
(b) threshold 11
number of nodes = 14
diameter = 7
root distance = 5
(c) threshold 17
Fig. 9: Subtrees extracted from the combined session
tree (cf. Figure 7). Each subtree is created by removing
all edges with a weight below the specified threshold.
6.3 Diversity in participants
In the following section we aim to reproduce the results
of our online survey [12] which indicated a difference
in search behaviour between different types of respon-
dents. The user study was made up of two groups of
participants: a) students in the social sciences and b)
postdoctoral researchers in the social sciences. By com-
paring the results of the previous sections for the two
groups we seek for significant differences in the search
behaviour of the participants.
6.3.1 Stratagem frequencies
In Section 6.1 we report on the usage frequencies of
stratagems, queries and recommendations. Utilising a
non-parametric Mann-Whitney test (α ≤ 0.05) we now
seek for significant differences in the usage frequencies
between students and postdoctoral researchers. The re-
sults are displayed in Table 6. Although we found sev-
eral differences between the two groups the general us-
age frequency of search activities does not differ signif-
icantly.
Table 6: Comparison of students and postdoctoral re-
searchers.
Usage frequency
Search activity Students Postdocs Test
Keywords 15
(N=7)
35
(N=9)
U=106.0 p=0.37
Journal 0
(N=0)
4
(N=2)
-
Classifications 2
(N=2)
3
(N=3)
U=120.0 p=0.63
Author 9
(N=7)
16
(N=6)
U=126.5 p=0.94
Citation 17
(N=9)
9
(N=9)
U=110.0 p=0.45
References 17
(N=8)
10
(N=10)
U=119.0 p=0.71
Queries 36
(N=14)
33
(N=8)
U=100.5 p=0.29
Recommendation 24
(N=10)
18
(N=6)
U=100.5 p=0.26
Total 120 128
6.3.2 Stratagem gaze data
In Section 6.1.3 we report on gaze data for the seed
document. Again, we utilise a non-parametric Mann-
Whitney test (α ≤ 0.05) to look for significant differ-
ences in the gaze data between students and postdoc-
toral researchers. In particular, we compare the dwell
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time and the number of fixations generated for the seed
document’s areas of interest (aoi). The results are dis-
played in Table 7. We found significant differences be-
tween the two groups in the aoi: journal. The postdoc-
toral researchers spent more time on the journal aoi and
fixated it more often than the group of students.
Besides statistically significant differences we found
a general tendency towards a more intense focus on aoi
by the group of postdoctoral researchers. With the ex-
ception of citations and keywords, participants having
a Ph.D. spent more time on these aoi and fixated these
more often in comparison to the students. This ten-
dency is displayed in more detail in Figure 10 in which
the percentage of participants who gazed at a partic-
ular element and those who used such an element is
shown. While the gaze data provided by the aoi is lim-
ited to the seed document in Figure 10 we summed up
throughout the whole session. Differences between the
two groups of participants become most evident for the
meta data elements, the recommender and free search
term queries. Even though they did not use it, almost
all postdoctoral researchers looked at all metadata, in
particular keywords, authors, the journal or conference
and the classification term, while only 37.5% to 62.5%
of the students looked at them during their sessions. In
turn, 67.5% of the students and 62.5% of the postdocs
looked at the recommended articles, but while almost
all of the students decided to follow them, only 37.5%
of the postdocs clicked on a recommended article. An-
other prominent difference between the two groups is
that with 87.5% a great amount of students conducted
queries using free search terms, whereas only 57.5% of
the postdocs did so. Regarding the references and cita-
tions the gaze data and usage of the two groups differed
only minimal.
Fig. 10: Percentage of usage frequency and gaze data
for the groups of students and postdocs.
6.3.3 Stratagem usage pattern
Figure 11 shows the combined trees for the two groups
students and postdoctoral researcher. At first glance,
we can observe that the combined tree of the students
group has a very long trail and that there is more inter-
action in level 4 to 6 than in the postdocs’ tree. In con-
trast, the longer trail in the postdocs’ tree has a broader
activity, where multiple actions are conducted on one
level. For further investigation of the combined session
trees of our two groups, we create threshold graphs in
the same manner we have done for the combined tree
of all participants’ sessions.
number of nodes = 121
diameter = 28
root distance = 22
(a) students
number of nodes = 109
diameter = 22
root distance = 14
(b) postdoctoral researchers
Fig. 11: Combined session trees for (a) students and (b)
postdoctoral researchers.
Figure 12 shows the threshold chart for the com-
bined graphs of students and postdoctoral researchers.
In the distribution for the students (cf. Figure 12a)
we can see a small plateau for a threshold of 5. For
postdoctoral researchers there is no clear plateau. Also,
the trend for the students seems to be quite stable for
higher thresholds. We compared all subtrees and de-
cided to include the resulting trees for the three thresh-
olds of 5, 9 and 12 for our analysis.
Figure 13 and 14 show the subtrees for both the stu-
dents and the postdoctoral researchers group, for the
thresholds of 5, 9, and 12. We can observe important
differences between the two groups regarding a thresh-
old of 5 (cf. Figure 13a and 14a). For postdoctoral re-
searchers the tree is very dense on the second level.
For the students, there are more nodes that go deeper
into the tree. Although diameter and root distance are
equal, we can see that the number of nodes is higher for
postdoctoral researchers, so there is more overall activ-
ity. Comparing the next pair for threshold 9 (cf. Fig-
ure 13b and 14b), which represent at least the half of
each group, we can see a similar relation. Postdoctoral
researcher have slightly more activity and investigate
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Table 7: Comparison of gaze data between students and postdoctoral researchers.
Dwell Time (s) Fixations
AOI Students Postdocs Test Students Postdocs Test
Author N=13 m=1.05 N=16 m=2.01 u=60.00 p=0.054 m=4.92 m=6.31 u=72.50 p=0.16
Journal N=9 m=0.63 N=9 m=2.85 u=12.00 p=0.012* m=2.55 m=8.33 u=14.5 p=0.02*
Classifications N=9 m=0.70 N=9 m=1.27 u=24.00 p=0.14 m=2.88 m=4 u=31.00 p=0.38
Citations N=5 m=3.65 N=5 m=3.03 u=6.00 p=0.17 m=14 m=10.4 u=7.50 p=0.28
References N=5 m=38.00 N=8 m=69.83 u=18.00 p=0.77 m=116.4 m=217.7 u=18.00 p=0.76
Keywords N=6 m=1.27 N=10 m=1.45 u=28.00 p=0.82 m=5.33 m=4 u=21.50 p=0.33
Recommendations N=9 m=2.31 N=5 m=7.14 u=15.00 p=0.31 m=7.7 m=21.2 u=17.50 p=0.48
Search N=6 m=0.97 N=3 m=1.55 u=5.00 p=0.30 m=4.83 m=5.66 u=7.50 p=0.69
Title N=14 m=0.90 N=12 m=1.57 u=56.00 p=0.15 m=4 m=6.08 u=59.00 p=0.19
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Fig. 12: Number of nodes left in the combined session
trees of the students and the postdoctoral researchers
group after removing all edges with a weight below a
given threshold value.
number of nodes = 22
diameter = 10
root distance = 6
(a) threshold 5
number of nodes = 10
diameter = 7
root distance = 5
(b) threshold 9
number of nodes = 8
diameter = 6
root distance = 4
(c) threshold 12
Fig. 13: Subtrees of the combined tree of students (cf.
Figure 11b).
broader than students. When looking at a threshold of
12 (cf. Figure 13c and 14c), this observation can be seen
even clearer. This threshold represents 3/4 of the ses-
sions. This subtree for the students has a higher root
distance and is less broad. The postdocs’ tree in con-
trast has more activity, which is intense on level 2 and
3.
number of nodes = 27
diameter = 10
root distance = 6
(a) threshold 5
number of nodes = 14
diameter = 6
root distance = 4
(b) threshold 9
number of nodes = 7
diameter = 3
root distance = 2
(c) threshold 12
Fig. 14: Subtrees of the combined tree of postdoctoral
researchers (cf. Figure 11a).
7 Discussion
In the following section we discuss the results with re-
spect to the research questions defined in Section 1.
RQ 1: What are the most frequently applied
stratagems in exploratory search in a state-of-
the-art DL? How is the usage of stratagems in
comparison to other search activities like the us-
age of recommendations and formulating queries?
In total 137 search activities on the stratagem level
(cf . Table 1) were performed of which keywords (50),
references (27), citations (26), and author information
(25) were most frequently used. A rather low usage was
found for the journal run (4) and classifications (5). One
explanation for the little usage of a journal run was
provided by five participants which stated that they
did not perform a journal run because the regarding
journal was too general for the task. Other reasons to
reject a certain stratagem was that the use would have
cost them too much time. Other search activities like
queries and the usage of recommendations were utilised
111 times (cf . Table 1). Starting from the seed docu-
ment the participants most frequently utilised citations
and keywords (cf . Table 3). With increasing session
steps the participants more frequently used queries and
recommendations while the usage of citations and ref-
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erences decreased. This may, however, be due to miss-
ing citation and reference information in the documents
discovered by the participants. With increasing session
steps the percentaged usage of search activities varies
only marginally. As mentioned by eight participants the
continuous usage of a stratagem is influenced by the
success of their previous search. One of the participants
explicitly stated in the post-questionnaire to avoid mix-
ing of search strategies.
RQ 2: Is there a common search pattern shared
by the majority of the participants?
By creating combined session trees and deriving
subtrees from those, we were able to identify common
patterns. Starting at the given root document the ma-
jority of participants conducted at least three individ-
ual stratagems. This shows that the participants did
in fact follow multiple paths from the root document,
which means, that they examined different paths to find
related publications. In addition, at least one strata-
gem lead to more intense activity and was the starting
point for further stratagems usage. This implies, that
upon finding relevant information, the participants did
investigate more deeply into this direction. So to say,
they explore promising paths. However, it seems that
they do not follow multiple paths deeply in parallel.
Unfortunately, it is not clear, whether more intense ex-
ploration of parallel trails would have occurred when
the participants would have had more time to search.
Ten minutes might just have been too short to follow
multiple paths.
RQ 3: Are there any differences in the usage of
stratagems between students and postdoctoral
researchers?
To look for significant differences between the two
groups of participants we compared their search be-
haviour on three levels: search activity usage, eye track-
ing data, search patterns.
Search activity usage
Postdoctoral researchers performed 128 search activi-
ties of which keywords (35) and queries (33) were the
most frequent (cf . Table 6). Students on the other hand
performed less search activities (120) most frequently
on the level of queries (36) and recommendations (24),
while a journal run was utilised by none of the students.
Most noticeable differences were found for the author
run which was utilised nine times by the students and
sixteen times by postdoctoral researchers. As stated in
the post-questionnaire prior knowledge seems to play
a vital role when deciding for a certain search activ-
ity. If the participants surmise or know that an author
focuses on the topic of interest, they will be likely to
perform an author run. Although a difference in search
behaviour between the two groups of participants was
found, none of the results were statistically significant.
Eye tracking data
The gaze data provided by the eye tracking device
showed significant differences between the two groups
of participants for the seed document (cf. Table 7).
Postdoctoral researchers spent more time inspecting the
journal information of the seed document. The group
of students spent significantly (p=0.01) less time on
this aoi (0.6 seconds) than the senior researchers (2.8
seconds). Likewise, the number of fixations on the jour-
nal was significantly lower (p=0.02) for the students
(m=2.55 compared to m=8.33). Both groups of partic-
ipants spent the most time on inspecting the list of ref-
erences. The mean dwell time was 69 seconds for post-
doctoral researchers and 38 seconds for the group of
students. Overall, postdoctoral researchers spent more
time on nearly all metadata information of the seed doc-
ument. The only exceptions are citations which were
more intensively inspected by the group of students.
We can assume that certain metadata information are
more valuable to experienced researchers and thus, in-
spected more intensively (cf. [29]). However, the deci-
sion on utilising a stratagem strongly depends on the
underlying content.
Search pattern
Regarding the search pattern, we can see differences
between the two groups. Students follow longer consec-
utive paths but inspect the result lists with less activity.
Senior researchers start their search almost exclusively
from the seed document and inspect the results more
intensely, but follow longer trails less often. In align-
ment with [3], [10] and [37], the pattern seen for stu-
dents could be categorised as economic (explorative)
behaviour and the pattern of the senior researchers as
exhaustive (navigational) behaviour. In these terms,
longer trails (depth) in our session trees indicate eco-
nomic behaviour and many nodes on the same level
(breadth) indicate exhaustive behaviour. However, we
also see that there is economic and exhaustive behaviour
in both groups. It is unclear in how far another group
separation would create a more distinct picture regard-
ing the search pattern.
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7.1 Implications for the design of Digital Libraries
The results of the present study can have several impli-
cations for the design of DLs.
– Linking content: The frequent usage of stratagems
suggests that the participants consider structured
information as potentially useful when exploring a
DL. This could be further supported by intercon-
necting related content in a more intense way. Pos-
sible interconnections could be revealed by applying
bibliometric features like bibliographic coupling or
author networks [11, 32].
– Extracting references and citations: A lot of research
today is invested in extracting references and link-
ing those to related documents. The present study
shows that those information are frequently utilised
and considered as very useful by the participants.
However, the number of interconnected documents
via citations and references is still comparably low.
Further research should be invested to increase this
interconnection to help users in exploring DL.
– Topical narrowing: The post-questionnaire provided
us with valuable insights on the reasons for utilis-
ing or rejecting a certain search activity. The reason
for the very limited usage of the journal run for ex-
ample was a topical broadness which is not focused
enough to find something related. DL could be de-
signed to narrow down the content along the users’
task by contextualizing search activities for example
by aligning content along previous actions like the
entered query term or the inspected document [11].
– User guidance: Users of DL could further be sup-
ported in exploring DL by suggesting certain search
activities that are likely to be useful for a given sea-
rch situation. Comparable approaches can be found
in the literature and have already been briefly dis-
cussed in [12]. In [8] a coaching approach is de-
veloped that provides the user with strategic help
on potentially useful search activities that were de-
rived from [6] using a rule-based mechanism. A sim-
ilar approach was presented in [23, 24] where an
Adaptive Support for Digital Libraries was devel-
oped that covers sixteen predefined search activity
suggestions. A more user oriented approach would
be to identify search activities that expert users per-
form and use their search behaviour as a search
strategy suggestion. This was also the main obser-
vation in [16].
– Common search patterns: We were able to find sea-
rch patterns that align with the user classifications
defined in [3], [10] and [37]. This could be exploited
to generate behaviour specific recommendations and
user interfaces as also proposed in [37]. Moreover, we
were able to merge multiple patterns into a com-
bined pattern. This approach could be used to gen-
erate a clustering method that is based on the usage
pattern itself. This could lead to the identification
of further user groups.
7.2 Strengths and Limitations of the User Study
Although it had thoroughly been pretested, the design
of the user study showed some limitations. The qualita-
tive feedback of the participants indicates that ten min-
utes were too short for the task given in our scenario.
Apparently, more time or even no time constraints at
all might have been more appropriate for the given task
and might have given more comprehensive insights on
the order in which the participants use stratagems.
Furthermore, it turned out that some participants
were not familiar with Sowiport and the opportunities
it offers, for which reason they lost some time during the
task. A tutorial for Sowiport, e.g. a short demonstra-
tion or explanation followed by a few minutes for get-
ting to know the digital library before the scenario was
handed out would have increased the precision of the
results. However, the decision not to introduce Sowiport
made sure that the participants were not biased when
focusing on certain areas of the interface. Furthermore,
the demographics of the participants (see Section 5)
showed that students are more likely to use Sowiport
(25% of the participants) compared to postdoctoral re-
searchers (only 6% of the participants). To validate
whether this has an impact on our results we compared
the user journey from the group of frequent Sowiport
users (participants that used Sowiport often or very
often) with non-frequent users. A preliminary exami-
nation of these showed no significant difference in their
search behaviour. We therefor assume that the higher
usage of Sowiport did not have an effect on the outcome
of our results.
One could also assume that the seed document for
the task was not perfectly chosen because of its very
general scope. Though the journal led to almost no
participant clicking and therefore influenced the user’s
behaviour. A different seed document with a more spe-
cialised journal would have influenced the participants’
behaviour in the opposite way.
Counting stratagem usage unveiled several problems.
The counting is influenced by the circumstance that not
all documents in Sowiport are provided with their ref-
erences and citations. Also, in some cases participants
forgot that they had already used a stratagem and used
the same stratagem once again during the search task
which leads to the question if these cases are counted as
one or two stratagem usages. For this study we decided
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to exclude the multiple usage of search activities for a
certain document.
Similarly, the counting of the found relevant docu-
ments per stratagem proved to be difficult: Some strata-
gems open up a whole list of results for the user (e.g. the
click on an author or keyword initiates a new search),
while others lead to only one particular document (like
the click on a reference or the click on a recommended
document). In order to address this problem, we de-
fined opening the reference or citation list in Sowiport,
instead of clicking on a reference link, as one stratagem
use, but with the lists containing different numbers of
results, there remain limitations of their comparability.
In addition, not all references and citations of a docu-
ment in Sowiport are clickable and therefore influence
the number of documents the participants were able to
collect. Also, in several cases, participants used com-
binations of stratagems, for example by searching for
an author and a keyword, or mixed them up, e.g. by
conducting a free search with a keyword, which leads
to further problems of relating a relevant document to
a stratagem that has been used.
On the other hand, by using qualitative questions
the user study enabled us to get an insight on the rea-
sons why users decide to use a stratagem or not. The
thorough analysis of the eye tracking data, including
the selection of each participant’s stable eye and the
elimination of overlaying dynamic elements, is clearly a
strength of our user study. Comparing the actual usage
of search activities and gaze data provided by an eye
tracking device we acquired an exhaustive view on sea-
rch activities on the stratagem level. For this study we
utilised an existing DL what makes the present study
reasonably close to a real search task and search be-
haviour. As another benefit the participants were al-
lowed to navigate in Sowiport without any restriction.
By recruiting the participants from two levels of expe-
rience we were able to evaluate the search behaviour for
two distinct groups.
Analysing the search behaviour based on a tree based
representation, has given us some valuable hints to po-
tential user groups and commonalities. However, this
technique should be improved in the future. It should
be investigated what information is lost by ignoring the
types actions conducted and in how far this approach
could be extended, to be able to include different types
activities.
8 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented the results of a user
study on exploratory search activities in Sowiport, a DL
for the social sciences. We recruited 32 participants, 16
students and 16 postdoctoral researchers all from the
field of social sciences. In the first part of this paper
we investigate the general usage of stratagems when
looking for related work. The results of our study show
that search activities on the stratagem level are fre-
quently utilised by both groups of participants. The
most frequently utilised search activities on the stra-
tagem level were keywords search, following citations
and references, and an author run. By comparing the
actual usage of certain search activities and gaze data
we acquired an exhaustive view on search activities on
the stratagem level. To the best of our knowledge the
usage of an eye tracking device to investigate and com-
pare stratagems in DLs is a novelty and provided us
with valuable insights. We showed that the participants
frequently assess and use stratagems for further explo-
ration. A stronger interconnection between documents
in DLs could further support this process.
Using a graph representation of the participants’ sea-
rch sessions and combining multiple sessions we were
able to find common search patterns that the majority
of our participants shared. We could see that the two
kinds of behaviour exhaustive and economic could be
identified using our graph representation.
By comparing the two groups of participants we found
significant differences in the gaze data for the journal
information which was fixated (number of fixations and
dwell time) more intensely by postdoctoral researchers.
The analysis of the gaze data showed that postdoc-
toral researchers in general focus on stratagems more
intensely though not statistically significant. This may
be due to the relatively small sample size. It would be
interesting to further investigate this on a larger scale.
The present work is part of an ongoing investigation
of exploratory search activities in DLs. Future work will
be a large scale investigations of stratagems by conduct-
ing a transaction log study in Sowiport.
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